
LOOKING BACK, LOOKING FORWARD 

 
 

 

 

 

Schiller and “Aesthetic Mediation” 

Spivak, Shelley and the Training of Imagination 

 

 

 

 Democracy as an “Aesthetic Idea” 

Whitman and Religious Democracy 



MARY SHELLEY, 1797-1851 

 
A LITERARY EXPERIMENTALIST 
A prodigy, a scholar of history 

 (she’s read everything) 
 

The product of revolutionaries: 

 

MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT 

  pioneer feminist, political writer, 

  philosopher 

  Vindication of the Rights of Woman 

WILLIAM GODWIN 

  proto-anarchist, novelist, utilitarian 

  Enquiry Concerning Political Justice 



BEST GPU EVER: IMAGINATION 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Spivak+SHELLEY: …and integral to moral experience 

(recall Kant: sine-qua-non/“conditions of possibility”) 



THE PROBLEM OF EMPATHY 

 
SHELLEY: EMPATHIC IMAGINATION 
Expanding empathy, nurturing it and developing it must 

start with the individual, but… 

 

OSCAR WILDE: SYMPATHY 
“It is much easier to have sympathy with suffering than it is 

to have sympathy with thought.” 
 

This is a problem of IMAGINATION through and through 

 

RECALL: “FAILURES OF IMAGINATION” 
Shelley: How do we avoid the tragedy of Victor 

Frankenstein, repeating his failures of imagination? 



SHELLEY’S INSIGHT: LITERARY MEDIATION 
 

 

1. Shelley sees a problem with our immediate experience of 

appearances: it overwhelms our ability to make critical sense of it, 

to gain understanding (this is the human condition of Victor) 

 

2. Human language can create VIRTUAL experience 

 

3. These virtual experiences are also AESTHETIC by way of the 

IMAGINATION (we “feel” what we imagine) 
 

4. Thus literary works offer a special form of MEDIATION of our 

experience, given that we are asked to bring our own humanity, 

such as it is individually, to bear in order to make sense of what is 

written. [cf. AESTHETIC IDEA] 

 

5. This mediation enables us to actually REFLECT on our experience, 

beliefs, feelings, assumptions – our own humanity –  so as to freely 

transform it, and to do so ourselves. [AESTHETIC REASONING] 



NOVEL AS CRITICAL EXPERIMENT 
 

           1794         1818 
 
 
 
 
           Art is an important tool 

 
 Friedrich Schiller                    Mary Shelley 
 
   Aesthetic Experience    Aesthetic Reasoning 
   “Art of the Beautiful”                The Novel
     

  (Humanity)                     Experiment                 (The Reader) 
 
  Aesthetic Education                           Educe & Critique 
        of Sensibility           our “Humanity” 



NOVEL AS INSTRUMENT 
 
RECALL SCHILLER, “ART OF THE BEAUTIFUL” 

 

BUT WHAT KIND OF INSTRUMENT? 
1. Political but not produced from within the 

corrupting discourse of real politics 

2. Aesthetic, but not subject to the duress of 

immediate experience where habit and prejudice 

are most potent and operate unchecked 

3. Educative, requiring work on the part of the reader 

that involves their own humanity and experience, 

such as it is individually 

 



POSITIONING YOU TO SEE A PROBLEM 
 

STORYTELLING AS VISION 

 
1. Listening: Walton & Victor / Victor & Creature 

 

2. Perspectives vs The Story: 

Walton, Victor, Creature, THE READER 

 

3. Ordering: against the impatient, unsympathetic reader 

 

4. Human Nature: judgment by habit, concepts, etc. 

  

How do we, as readers seeking “knowledge and 

understanding,” avoid Victor Frankenstein’s mistakes? 

 



QUIZ 7: MARY SHELLEY 



ENFORCING AESTHETIC REASONING 
 
SHELLEY’S INGENIOUS READER-TRAPS 

 

1. The Biblical Trap: Christian interpretations; allegory 

 

2. The Moral Center Trap: Who represents the Good? 

 

3. The Plot Trap: Impatient reading-for-plot = failure 

 

4. The Ethics Trap: Ethics vs. Moral Imagination 

 

No way out but THROUGH; nothing absolves us of thinking 

for ourselves… 



“THIS IS A FICTION, PAY ATTENTION” 
 

1. Walton encounters a stranger: Victor 

2. Walton’s response to Victor as a stranger frames a later 

event : Victor’s response to his own creation… 

 

“And yet you rescued me from a strange and perilous 

situation; you have benevolently restored me to life” 

 

WE GET WALTON’S VIEW OF VICTOR FIRST 
“He is so gentle, yet so wise; his mind is so cultivated; and 

when he speaks, although his words are culled with 

choicest art, yet they flow with rapidity and unparalleled 

eloquence” 

 

Shelley positions us to see this view challenged 



VICTOR, MODERN PROMETHEUS 
 
 

What kind of person is Victor?  

How do we gain insight into him? 

 

-via comparisons - VF vs. EL vs. HC 

-via account of pursuit of knowledge; stated goals 

-via response to Justine’s murder trial 

-via reaction to Creature… 

 

Vol.II, Ch.2 -  Encounter, 2yrs later, @ Mont Saleve  



VOL. II: THE CREATURE’S EXPERIENCE 
 
 

1. How would you characterize VF’s encounter with the 

Creature? (Ch.2) 

2. What do we learn from the Creature’s tale? (Ch.3) 

3. The poor family (Ch.4) 

4. Knowledge of human history (Ch.5) 

5. History of the family, Felix & Safie (Ch.6) 

6. Reading, books; virtues and vices of mankind (Ch.7) 

7. Rage, loss of community, altruism, vengeance (Ch.8) 

8. Plea for a companion (Ch.9) 

  



THE EMPATHIC READER 
 

RECALL LETTER IV: THE FRAME 
Reader: “You seek for knowledge and wisdom…” 

Story: “enlarge your faculties and understanding” 

 

SHELLEY’S NOVEL AS TECHNOLOGY OF REFLECTION 
1. Recall: Literary Mediation 

2. Insights: Empathy can only be drawn out (education), 

3. Ethics without Moral Imagination = cycle of vengeance* 

4. The idea of “humanity” cannot be a fixed concept, nor 

is it “natural,” self-evident, or a feeling… 

5. Introspection, self-reflection alone effects little:  

understanding ourselves can only be achieved through 

a process of sincerely trying to understand OTHERS. The 

novel is what mediates this process, (a Baconian “help”) 


